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The Seasons of Wind:  

Metal in the Northern Hemisphere  

The seasons flow one into the next and the horses adjust rather 
seamlessly in the wild. Autumn is associated with the Metal Element in 
the sequence of the Five-Element Theory. As fall approaches their coats 
thicken to protect them from the wind and increasing chill. Horses know 
when to bulk-up on food and contain their Yang Chi. This transition from 
late summer to fall is part of the expected way of life as each day moves 
into the next. As the wind blows in the fall the animals immune system 
must be strong. Wind is the master pathogen that can invade the body 
and disrupt balance. In the late fall the horse needs his “Metal” to be 
healthy and strong.  

  

Wood in the Southern Hemisphere  

Spring is exuberant. Wood is the element that corresponds with spring 
time in the context of the Five-Element Theory. The force and energy 
needed to bust forth into the full bloom of life is immense. The dam must 
be vital and strong to manage the birthing process; while the foal needs 
internal vigor to be strong enough to navigate the birth canal and stand for 
the very first time. Though this is a very different type of energy than what is needed in the fall, this 
transition from dormancy to new life in the spring also demands that the animal be ready to contend with 
the winds of spring that cleans the earth of dead wood. Animals must protect themselves from the wind at 
this time of year as well.  

It is the strength of the horses’ immune system that is essential during the seasons associated with wind. 
All horses will benefit from Immune System Strengthening. See the chart below. 
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